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ZDHC's Gateway - Chemical Module is THE world's database of safer and more innovative chemistry for the leather,
textile, apparel and footwear industry.
Chemical Suppliers ( Formulators") are crucial partners on ZDHC common goal to reduce hazardous chemistry
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throughout the global value chain and by publishing your ZDHC MRSL conforming formulations ( products
support the industry in finding safer alternatives and promote your products at the same time.
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The ZDHC Gateway - Chemical Module has a tiered subscription model, so you get a flexible, efficient process to
manage your products. Our pricing model has been designed to reward innovation. Publishing Level 2 and Level 3
ZDHC MRSL conformant products on the ZDHC Gateway
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ZDHC MRSL Level 3
ZDHC MRSL Level 2
ZDHC MRSL Level 1
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Please find more information about the ZDHC MRSL Conformance Levels in our ZDHC MRSL Conformance Guidance here.

ZDHC Gateway Pricing Model -

Get started in two easy steps
1. When registering, simply indicate the number of products you intend to publish on the ZDHC Gateway within the

next year. You will be automatically assigned to one of the following subscription categories:
Number of Products to
Publish

Annual Access Fee
(€)

0-49

1100

50-149

1600

150-499

2100

500-1499

2700

1500-3000

3800

>3001

6000
*Fees are annual and will be charged in EURO€.

The more the products you intend to publish on the ZDHC Gateway, the higher the discount on annual access fee
will be!
2. Once your account is activated, you can start registering products. Although you can upload information for an
unlimited number of products, you can only publish a number of them, indicated as the maximum amount on your
subscription category.
3. The Annual Product Fee, which is applied on top of the Annual Access Fee, must be submitted before your

products are published. As seen in the chart below, publishing products with a higher ZDHC MRSL Conformance
level are free of charge.
Product
ZDHC MRSL
Conformance
Level

Registered

Annual Product Fee per
published product

(€)
21
21

2

FREE

3

FREE

are annual and will be charged in EURO€.
It's as easy as that! All ZDHC Gateway users can then see*Fees
your
products, and you can clearly demonstrate ZDHC
MRSL Compliance to your customers.

MRSL Conformance to your customers.
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2100 €
50 x 21 € = 1050
200 x 0 € = 0 €
2100 € + 1050 = 3150 €

Trial Subscription
At no cost to you, the Trial Subscription is recommended for Formulators that would like to get training on the basic
functionality of ZDHC Gateway - Chemical Module, before they subscribe to higher packages.
With a Trial Subscription, you can:

 Create a limited company profile for 30 business days (6 weeks) and declare products with their SDSs and
Certifications privately to ZDHC
 Upload, within these 30 business days, an unlimited number of "private" products
 Upgrade to higher subscription packages at any time within 30 business days.
It is important to note that "private" products are completely or 100% private, meaning Suppliers and Brands will not
see any information about your specific products, including the product name or their related MRSL conformity
rating.

Professional (Pro) Subscription
The Pro Subscription is recommended for Formulators who are looking to promote chemical products to their
customers, including Suppliers and Brands. By promoting your products publicly, your customers will be able to
access detailed information about your products and MRSL conformity,
With a Pro Subscription, you can:

 Create a complete company profile with information (SDSs, Certifications etc) on your "public" products
 Add documents you would like to publish, such as SDS, chemical policies, sustainability reports/ and
marketing information
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 Upload an unlimited number of "private" products
 Publish a number** of Level 2 and Level 3 products at no additional cost, based on your subscription category
 Publish a number** of Level 1 products at a standard, at an additional cost of 21 € per product per year,
prorated based on your subscription period, **Maximum number indicated per subscription category

Enterprise Subscription
The Enterprise Subscription is recommended for Formulators who are looking to promote large product catalogues
to Suppliers and Brands. Please contact gateway@zdhc.org so that we can discuss your needs in more detail and
customise an Enterprise Subscription that fits your company.
Important note: ZDHC Contributors and members of ADIF/TEGEWA/ETAD associations are eligible for special
discounts on annual access and/or product fees. To apply for special discounts, select the "Enterprise" subscription
in the registration page,
Questions?
If you need any support or have questions on the new pricing structure, please contact us at gateway@zdhc.org. We
will be happy to discuss your specific needs in more detail.
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